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Abstract
This document highlights important insights alongside the iterative design products and
process of Sprint 3 of the Welcome to the Manyvere project. This design sprint built upon the
same next-adopter persona’s and prioritisation which was developed in sprint 2. Onboarding
user experiences of existing social media apps were researched and insights were gained
from technical discussions, and prototype testing. From the extracted patterns, stakeholder
analysis, technical choices, paper prototyping and testing an interactive prototype emerged.
This prototype is to be used by the Manyverse core team to further design the UI of the
Manyverse onboarding experience, possibly test it, and then implement the resulting
prototype.
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Introduction
An accessible social network application without commercial incentives and created for its
users by its users, world wide. That is the dream of the Manyverse app in a nutshell.
However, currently the accessibility of Manyverse is still lacking for non-expert users outside
of the community of first adopters. It is expected that many non-expert new users are put off
by the currently lonely and unclear procedure for onboarding. The Welcome to the
Manyverse project was started to redesign the onboarding experience to facilitate a
smoother experience. This should increase the success rate of onboarded non-expert users
and thus help to faster and more inclusively grow the network of SSB users.
This document illustrates the findings of the last sprint of the Welcome to the
Manyverse project (Sprint 3). It presents a design for the onboarding UX of Manyverse
from the perspective of new LGBTQ and anti-capitalist ‘next adopters’, who are
invited to Manyverse by an existing Manyverse user. This report does not stand on its
own. It builds on background information in the two previous reports which present findings
on global social media use, scoping the next-adopter target users, design persona’s, values,
stakeholders, test results and prototypes for the inviter (Moraal, 2020; Moraal, 2021).
This document starts with describing the methodology which was used to research
onboarding experiences of competing apps, create paper prototypes and test and review
them to gain these insights. In the chapter following the methodology, the functional
requirements for the onboarding are outlined. Then the technical and usability rationale for
the general order of components in the whole onboarding process are explained. Thereafter
the guidelines for the UI and structural layout are given. After that the choices that were
made for a consistent vocabulary are explained. Then the resulting interactive prototype is
linked to, and certain screens are highlighted with accompanying rationale for their UX
design. The documentation concludes with some parting advice for the Manyverse team
about the use of the information in this report in the further design, possible testing and
implementation of the design.

Methodology
This third sprint started off with the analysis of the existing onboarding user experiences. In
the iterations following three paper prototypes were created of which the last online and
interactive, a feedback session was held with the Manyverse core developers, and two
usability tests were done.
The existing onboarding experiences which were analysed were those of Whatsapp,
Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter (desktop and mobile) and Signal. They were analysed building
on top of the analysis done by useronboard.com - when this analysis was available for the
given application.1 Useful patterns and practices and things to avoid were extracted by the
author and used in the crafting of the first prototype A1 (see Appendix D). The patterns and
lessons learned can be seen in Appendix B.
Prototype A1 was tested with anti-capitalist next-adopter Imme (see Appendix D).
Then the results of that test were discussed with the Manyverse core developers (Andre
Staltz and David Gomez) including a discussion of the technical possibilities. Then prototype
1

Hulick, S., Useronboard Teardowns, Accessed February 2021,
https://www.useronboard.com/user-onboarding-teardowns/
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A2 was created and tested with LGBTQ next-adopter Calvin (see Appendix F). From the
results of that test the prototype was remade into paper prototype A3, which was then made
interactive in InVision.2 That interactive paper prototype can be tested by the Manyverse
team and/or form the basis for a higher fidelity prototype.

Stakeholders and connectivity requirements
For all types of next adopters and direct stakeholders it is important that they reach their goal
of social connectedness at the end of the onboarding and first use. To achieve the
necessary connectivity during the onboarding the following three tasks have to be completed
(after downloading the app of course):
● following the first identity(s);
● syncing with first identity(s);
● following friends of identity.
The desired and envisioned onboarding behaviours different connectivity use cases
can be read in detail in Appendix C. To summarize, the four connectivity cases are boiled
down to two cases which are accounted for in the design process of sprint 3. The first case
is that well- and -medium connected users will onboard with an invite link when having an
internet connection. That internet connection will be used to complete the three above
mentioned tasks. The second case is that badly connected users will obtain the application
with or without an invite link. They will complete the three tasks over a local WiFi hotspot
with a friend. They might take hours or days between downloading the app and completing
the last two or three tasks.

2

InVision prototype A3, https://manyverse.invisionapp.com/console/share/7326UEAK4T/520312498
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Ordering elements in the onboarding process
This chapter lists the important decisions that were made to come to a usable order in the
onboarding UX process: which element should come before another one and why? From the
analysis of the onboarding UX of other social apps several insights were taken on the levels
of UX, UI and nudging (see Appendix B). The important UX and nudging decisions are and
the resulting order are explained here. The UI tips and examples are shown in a later
chapter.

Technical possibilities and test findings
Several technical limitations or possibilities of the current architecture of SSB/Manyverse
pushed the design into a certain direction. Firstly, it is a limitation of the Manyverse log that
the name of the invitee Mandy is not visible to the inviter until Mandy has published her
name yet. If Mandy has not published her name, but would follow the invitee, then the invitee
would see a nameless new follower. This could lead to uncertainty for the inviter. A similar
situation happens when Mandy is visible on a local WiFi network before profile creation. That
WiFi situation is less pressing though, as there is no action (an actual follower) that has to be
reacted to by the inviter. Therefore it is decided to try to place the creation of at least the
name and possibly the profile picture in the onboarding process before invitee Mandy follows
the inviter.
Secondly, the assumption is that after installation the app can start up with
knowledge of the invite link/room address when it was tapped by the invitee. Andre Staltz
was quite sure that a parameter could be passed in the link when redirecting to the Play
Store or App Store, which can be given to the app upon installation. The technical
consequence of this would be that upon opening the app for the first time the app has
knowledge of the invite link. This would make it possible to place the action of accepting the
invite anywhere in the onboarding process, and it would not require the invitee going out of
the app to visit the invitation and click the link again. The tests with Calvin and Imme were
clear on the relative ease of the mental switch to revisit the invitation right at the start of
opening the app. If it happened later in the onboarding process, then they had a hard time
making that switch back out of the app and it broke their onboarding flow.

Onboarding in other apps and test findings
From the analysis of the onboarding UX of other social apps several insights were taken on
the levels of UX, UI and nudging (see Appendix B). One important insight to mention in this
section is that most apps ask the new user for permissions - mostly regarding essential
connectivity permissions - usually before the user sees their feed for the first time and often
even before the user creates a profile. It was deduced that users seem more inclined to
accept when asking for permissions before the “fun stuff”. It would be false to assume that
the next adopter is fine with starting out with no connectivity at all, as they cannot use the
app for their intended social purposes then. That insight is in line with the ‘User centric’
Manyverse value (Moraal, 2021). Users generally assume that the designers know what they
need for their goals and they will be presented with the right things to achieve those goals.
At some point the users want and need to know somewhat how Manyverse works.
That is because Manyverse it is different from what they are used to and it would influence
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usability and connectivity negatively if their mental model would not match with how
Manyverse works. Both users which were tested during this sprint at one point ran into
trouble soon or later when their assumed mental model did not match the workings of
Manyverse. However, the early nudges of prototype A1 worked on Imme. The test findings
indicated that a little more explanation would be necessary for the users at some point in the
onboarding experience. And perhaps some explanation could be shifted to before asking for
the permissions. This would also align with the Manyverse values of Transparency and
Sovereignty (Moraal, 2021).

Nudging towards a usable order
At the start of the process hard nudges can be used to give the user the necessary mental
basics and setup for usable connectivity. Hard nudges include for example presenting only
one button towards the desired next action. Nudging can be done by more soft nudges, for
example text balloons. Inserting certain screens behind certain buttons or on opening the
app with texts pointing to certain benefits of a feature is also a useful nudge. The expectation
is that it would be best not to nudge in the Activity screen when the nudge has no social
dimension or meaning. It is advised to keep the activity screen reserved for actions with a
direct social dimension like invitations, follows, people using a newly discovered room
etcetera. Not system administrative messages. If listed activities there have no social
dimension then it becomes a tedious todo list of nudges. The nudges on the activity screen
should be placed behind contextually matching buttons, and at places and times where the
user has a high chance of being mentally ready to perform the nudged action.

Order of the onboarding process
The balance which had to be struck in ordering the above mentioned parts in the onboarding
experience is one between: explanations, getting necessary permissions and working
connectivity and regarding the user’s short attention span and social goals. In a more high
level description the balance is being struck between a correct understanding,
necessary permissions for app usability, and the achievement of user’s social goals
without waste of mental bandwidth. The author believes that one good balance has been
struck with the following order of the onboarding process.

Before the first public feed view
It was decided that a general introduction about connectivity would be added before the first
feed view, and that choices with less negative consequences - such as WiFi connectivity would be added there. Room connectivity is both a choice with more possibly heavier
negative consequences and is more complex, so it would be postponed until after the first
feed view and nudged then with extra explanation. The order before the first view of the
public feed is:
● Invite tap
● Installing the app
● Opening the app
● First impression and greet screen
● Explanation of the syncing
● Explanation of local WiFi discovery & sync
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Accepting permissions necessary for WiFi discovery & sync
Shortly explain internet connectivity via rooms
Create profile with picture and name
Optionally create profile bio
Personalised welcome and explanation screen

The first public feed view and after
From the user testing in sprint 2 and 3 a general order could be distilled from the way that
users discovered the app after the first view of the public feed. This order can be used in the
design, to go with the flow. Also those natural tendencies should be changed slightly by
design nudges, to nudge the users towards good connectivity, social features and important
account recovery information. The resulting order for the user to:
● Show the next adopter how to get to the Activity screen. Then follow the first
friend from the invite or, if no invite or internet connection is available, via the
local WiFi network.
● Create a room address - for connectivity
● Send a private message - to get socially invested
● Go to settings and collect their account passphrase - to safeguard their
account access and to discover the possibilities of the app and their agency
within it.
● Create a public post - when they are ready to do it.
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UI and layout guidelines
From the research of onboarding UX of other social applications some good practices were
drawn. These UX, UI and nudging practices are listed in Appendix B. The animation and
layout style of especially the Signal, Twitter and Instagram UIs were seen as great design
examples for a fitting UI for Manyverse and its next adopters. The loading animation and the
layout style may not yet be apparent from the interactive prototype A3. Therefore they are
discussed shortly below including examples for reference during future UI design iterations.

Explanation screen layout format
General layout for ‘explanation & reassurance’ screens (see Figure 1):
● Big title very short
● Readable text directly underneath (usually one sentence)
● More or less abstract drawing underneath which illustrates how something
works or what is to be done
● Small and grey reassurance text one or two sentences.
● Big button to continue
● Sometimes a big skip or second choice tappable text: usually text in the same
colour as the big blue button. This skip option can also be grey to nudge more
towards the big button.

Figure 1. Left the designed Manyverse explanation & reassurance screen. Right a Signal
explanation screen (in ‘dark mode’ on Signal for iPhone).
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Welcome and greet screen
The layout for a welcome screen or greet screen is similar to the above, but the drawing is
above the text and the text itself is bigger. Also it would not feature reassurance text (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2. Left the designed first welcome and greet screen of Manyverse. Right the first
welcome screen of Signal (Android).

11
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Settings subscreen
The envisioned UI of the Connectivity settings subscreen is strongly based on the UI of
Signal settings subscreens (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. The top part of the Connectivity settings screen for Manyverse (left), and the
middle part of the Privacy settings screen in Signal (right, in iOS dark mode).

12
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Activity screen
The UI of the Activity screen is strongly similar to the Activity screen of Instagram. One
difference is not yet reflected in the prototype screen in the figure below. That is that when
an action has been taken, for example Cameron has been followed, then the button should
disappear. Now the picture still shows that the white “Following” button takes the place of the
blue “Follow” button after the click. However it is explained in the “Resulting prototype &
highlights” chapter that after the user has clicked on the blue button and has finished the
action it should be equally understandable and cleaner to remove the button altogether. That
has not been validated yet.
On the other hand, current Manyverse users have expressed the need to be able to
delete some people which they follow. To make it easy to unfollow people, the white button
could stay there but say “Unfollow”.

Figure 4. The Activity tab of the Manyverse prototype (left), and the Activity tab of Instagram
since 2020 (right).3

3

Screenshot of Instagram interface from White Collar Tech, 19 November 2019,
https://snoopreport.com/use-cases-blog/2020/05/09/instagram-killed-its-following-activity-tab-in-2019now-what/
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Continue button loading animation
Signal uses the continue button to signal a transition and perhaps to provide an entertaining
and unobtrusively distracting transition at that. It also uses the continue button as a loading
circle. In the transition to the next screen the continue button shrinks on the horizontal axis,
can turn into a loading circle and then expands again in the horizontal axis (see Figure 5).
The loading circle has a clockwise moving shadow edge around it.

Figure 5. Four screenshots in (chronological order from upper left to bottom right) from the
Signal continue button animation during a transition.4 The transition happens very fast. The
circular loading state stays for a very short while during which the app is busy loading.
4

Screenshots from a video by Titbytz, posted on YouTube January 8 2021. See:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzhHmoK-DhA
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Consistent vocabulary
It is important to use a consistent vocabulary. This aids clear communication and the
development of the envisioned mental model by the user.
“Public post” or “post” & “Private chat” or “chat”
These terms are now easier separable, also in their short form. The “Public post” also leaves
the door open for later development of a “private post” feature.
“Hotspot” instead of “network”
The fear was that “network” would not be associated with using a local mobile hotspot for
offline syncing, which is the main intended use of this feature. It is mainly intended for badly
connected users to be able to sync - or ‘replicate’ in technical terms. Hence the intended
association with smartphone hotspots, and other kinds of WiFi hotspots. WiFi hotspot is also
used for other WiFi networks and encapsulates different kinds of networks. Still, the mental
local syncing needs to be explained to the next adopter. This is to avoid the interpretation,
especially by well-connected next adopters, of “hotspot” use as just another way to connect
to the internet using someone else’s 4G/5G connection.
“Sync” instead of “replicate”
The word “sync” or “syncing”, short for “synchronization” or “synchronizing” is a term which
was thought to be more well known than “replication” to all types of next adopters. It is
expected to bestir the intended mental model, but through a more well known word which
people encounter in other digital applications as well. From the test with Calvin, it was
concluded that the choice of the word worked well in combination with the complementary
drawings.
“Friends” or “Mutuals”
Imme from testing with Imme and Melinda we know that a label such as “friend” or “best
friend” could come with social pressure which nudges towards inclusion in this category.
This would dilute and overcrowd these categories outside of the bounds of Dunbar groups
(Gamble, Gowlett, & Dunbar, 2014), so much so that these groups would become useless
vehicles in the app. The expectation is that this social pressure exists mostly when the
decision of the user to include a person in any of these categories is visible to the other
subject. It may be best to keep these social pressure labels for the user’s own eyes only.
However, the term “mutuals” was thought by the Manyverse core developers not to translate
well into other languages and it would generally have an unclear meaning.
The group of peers which have a bi-directional follow relationship are useful in the
Manyverse app. They are the peers with which private messaging is technically possible.
Therefore it makes sense to name this group of users. In absence of a better word the
choice has for now been made to automatically separate and label users with a bi-directional
follow relationship as “friends”.
“Room address” and “room server”
“Room address” can fit to the mental model of Calvin. He thought of almost a physical room,
place or address on the internet which is his’, and which others can use to connect with him.
The term “room address” uses address metaphor well known from physical addresses, email
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addresses, and web addresses. Yet “room address” differentiates itself from the known
address terms because it says “room” in front.
In addition, this term fits a logical mental model which Calvin had. He understood the
address formerly known as “room alias” as being an address of his for his own room on a
server. Like a place where others can go to connect with him. In line with that idea the room
server could then be understood to ‘serve’ rooms almost like an apartment building or a
hotel. Or in line with the model which the Manyverse core team had thus far: a room with
postal boxes. A benefit of getting your own room or room address would also be that it can
incite a more private feeling than a shared room where everyone could talk to anyone and
hear every conversation. Which is beneficial for our next adopter’s wishes as well.
“Joining” a room server to “Create” a new room address
The framing of to “Join” a room server is expected to make it socially desirable to get a room
address. People generally want to ‘join’ their friends. Obtaining a room address it is chosen
to go for “Create a room address”. The word “Create” is more precise, but still sounding like
the user will create and build something for themselves, something fun. For example
“Register” sounds like a tedious chore akin to bureaucratic work. In the settings the framing
can be more detailed and in this sense boring. There it is called “Registered room
addresses”.
“Continue”
The word “Continue” is used for buttons when there is a next screen, but no signal has to be
sent about the contents of that next screen. So as opposed to for example “Enable
permissions” or “Start chat”. It was contemplated that both “Next” and “Continue” could be
used to signal thematic screen groups, to separate the next screen in a thematic series of
explanation screens from a step to a screen with a different theme. However, it was chosen
to only use “Continue” because the sent signal is probably not very clear when using the two
words in different places, which may lead to unnecessary confusion.
“Save account”
“Save account” is expected to trigger the slight anxiety of something which is unsaved (like a
document) and can thus easily be lost. “Backup” is usually the tedious thing involving a lot of
data backing up to some external server or device. That downside is not the case with
Manyverse. Next adopters are used to just reaccessing their account with an email address
and password, so then they would not expect that making backups is a big deal. However,
with Manyverse being able to access - or restore - the account after a loss of the phone is
important. And the next adopters need to get the key for this: their passphrase.
“New account” and “Use existing account”
New account says exactly what is going to happen. “Use existing account” can both
encompass restoring an account from a passphrase, or a later feature of coupling the device
to an existing account.
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Resulting prototype & highlights
The interactive rendering of paper prototype A3 can be viewed online either on the Gitlab
project page or through a public link.5 Below some important highlights are discussed for a
selection of the prototype screens.

Whatsapp invite message
The invite message has been changed from test feedback to
emphasize the use of the room address as a link.

Keep in sync
The illustration was tested and
incited the intended mental
model for syncing (or
replication in technical terms).

The prototype can be viewed or downloaded in html form on the Welcome to the Manyverse Gitlab
page. If not available on that page then it may be viewed in InVision by core Manyverse team
members, or by the public using this public link:
https://manyverse.invisionapp.com/console/share/7326UEAK4T/520312498
5
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Ways to sync
The circular syncing arrows are used again. In addition
others icons to denote room/internet connectivity and local
WiFi hotspot connectivity. The icons were formed from test
feedback, to try to incite the right meaning.

Public posts (first public feed view)
The public feed is now called “Public posts”. This describes
what is there and leaves room later to change it only to
“Posts”. An abstract drawing can be there which gives the
impression that the next adopter is still in their own ‘bubble’
and needs to do something to connect to other users. The
main attention should be grabbed by the blue balloon pointing
to important activity related to starting up connectivity. Either
the balloon or the Activity button can be tapped for the same
effect. The slanted bell icon with a shine on it is the icon’s
state of signalling new notifications. This non-distracting icon
design is in line with current manyverse notification icon
design to minimize distraction and mental bandwidth and
empower the user (see the Manyverse values in: Moraal,
2021). However, it remains to be tested in practice if that
unobtrusive notification icon design is helpful for users to
reach their social goals.

18
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Activity
The Activity screen features two sections: one with new
activities and one with earlier activities. This design is based
closely on the Instagram Activity screen. The listed activities
have a social dimension. Also buttons are given to signal to
the user that the action is potentially beneficial to them and
gives them an easy way to take the action. When the action
has been taken the button can turn transparent as shown.
However, we also know that next adopters can find the
screens of existing social media too crowded and distracting
(Moraal, 2020). So in review of the Activity screen which is
shown here, it can be concluded that the transparent
“Following” button (and transparent“Joined” button) are
actually best not shown in future design iterations and
implementation.
The tested next adopters seemed to have the natural
tendency to discover functions - in the places where they
appear. It is advised not to put all the nudges in the form of
Activity notifications. Especially not the nudges which have
no social dimension - such as the backup passphrase nudge
- because then the Activity screen may feel like a tedious todo
list. It is advised to pour the nudges which do not contain a
direct social dimension in the form of balloon nudges and/or
screens which are inserted behind certain user actions.

Your first room address
The explanation text has been selected to touch upon
important points regarding the mental model and to uphold
Manyverse values (Moraal, 2021). The illustration should
provide a sense of how the room address can be used. The
current illustration tries to communicate the idea of a
business card. This illustration has not been tested yet.
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Join room
Joining a room is beneficial for connectivity, but can still be
hard to understand. The screen which shows room
information also has elements to strongly nudge the user in
the direction of joining and to make creation of a room
address easy. It brings the social aspects of joining a room to
the forefront by showing other people who the user follows
who already have a room address on this room. Also the
Manyverse public profile information of the room owner is
shown to enable a sense of trust. The room address with
which will be joined is already pre-filled in, but can be edited
if desired. The green checkmark appears if a room address is
complete and if it is non-existent on that room server. At the
bottom under the big blue button, a shortcut to manually
manage room settings is given.

Writing a first chat message
The green dot at the icon at the top signifies that Cameron is
currently online. The large picture below gives reassurance
that the one which is going to receive the message is really the
person. Also the main room address is given. This screen is
strongly based on the new chat screen in Signal.
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Settings
At the top are the profile picture, name and the main room
address of the user. Also a small link “show other…” could be
included to show other room addresses if they exist. If the
user presses on the top part - except for the small link text the user will be taken to their own profile. The menu items
are expected to be useful in the Manyverse settings menu.
This based on the user research, user testing and examples
from other apps - mainly the Signal settings menu in this
case. Also these options give the next adopters the
opportunity to customise the app in several categories which
are important to them. This option to customise fits the
Manyverse value of Sovereignty (Moraal, 2021). The
intended order of the menu items is slightly different than in
this prototype screen, namely: Invite your friends,
Connectivity, Account passphrase, Notifications,
Appearance, Privacy, Interests, Feedback, About, Donate to
Manyverse. An indication is shown at the bottom in smaller
grey text of when the app did its last successful sync with
another Manyverse or SSB user. This keeps the user
informed if syncing has been happening as expected or if
something is wrong with connectivity.
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Connectivity settings
The connectivity settings page starts out with a general
explanation. It then lists WiFi discovery option to turn it on or
off and informs the user about what it does. Below that are
the room settings. They have been divided into management
of room addresses and room servers. This choice to split
room address management has to do among others with
keeping room address manageable for the next adopter, for
whom this is a very new, technical and difficult to grasp
subject. Also existing room addresses can be changed
without changing which room servers are used.
The most important thing is shown first, which are the
registered room addresses. These room addresses are to be
communicated to their friends who are outside of their
Manyverse and should be easily available. Changing these
addresses has big consequences for consistent connectivity
with other Manyverse users and people that have been
invited with this room address. This would be akin to the
consequences of changing your email address. Therefore,
changing the registered room addresses is discouraged by
positioning them behind the white or grey-ish “Change room
addresses” button.
Below the room addresses section are both the joined
and discovered room servers. It would aid connectivity to
nudge towards joining more room servers with “Join” buttons.
Deleting room servers - and their accompanying room
addresses - again influences connectivity greatly and breaks
connectivity stability. Therefore the deletion of a room server
and its room address should be hidden behind a not too
visible “Edit room servers” button. In the editing view a red
button and accompanying text should warn against the
consequences of deleting a room server and its room
address. Below that is an explanation of the room address
privacy details.
At the bottom is a list of room servers to which this
Manyverse user has coupled themselves as a server
administrator.
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Your first post
This screen would feature an example post with a hashtag
for new users. Manyverse core developer Andre Staltz saw
the welcoming community feeling which was enabled in SSB
by the use of posting a first message with the #new-people
hashtag. Older users can react to these posts welcoming.
This example post - or a maximum of 3 posts to be scrolled
through - on this explanation screen can be the first post of
the friend who invited the invitee. This makes the behaviour
more likely to be copied.
The sentence about posts not being able to be deleted
is something which has shown to repel the creation of the
first post by next adopters in usability tests. Especially in
combination with an unclear reach of public posts. While the
information is also technically true for now, and fitting with
Transparency and Sovereignty values to show it. On the
other hand, the “fade-away” characteristic generates a
positive feeling. Because of this controversy, this screen has
a skip button to not appear too forced.
What happened when test subjects read the sentences
more carefully is a realisation that if the post can be seen by
friends of friends then that encompasses a lot of people that
they would not know. There is an experienced loss of
contextual privacy (Boyd & Marwick, 2011; Nissenbaum,
2004). It would be advised to seriously research the
possibilities of giving users the option to maintain a context of
people that follow them and where they have approved that: a
“Private post” feature. This fits Manyverse values and the
values and wishes of the next adopters (Moraal, 2020; Moraal,
2021).

Write first public post
The “#hellomanyverse'' hashtag is prefilled in with the cursor
placed behind it. The hashtag mimics the “helloworld” for the
more technical community, but for next adopters is just a
greeting to the people in their Manyverse. The grey guidance
text “Say hello to your Manyverse.” disappears when the user
starts typing.
New in this screen is the different content warning
icon. It is a triangle with a plus sign. Next adopters did not
know what it was at first during the tests, but found it a logical
symbol after they knew what it was for. They would click the
symbol to discover its function.
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What are you interested in?
This screen is based on screens in the Twitter mobile
onboarding experience. The chosen interests can be useful
to suggest people in the user’s Manyverse to follow. Later
more optional recommendation or filtering features could be
created. The use of these interests should never be
untransparent. Therefore a page in the settings should give
the user information and control over these interests and how
they are used by the app.
One interest is pre-ticked to nudge towards interaction
with these interests. The interests are list of hashtags that
are found in public posts in the user’s (one-hop) Manyverse.
The “Skip” text-button can be grey to nudge users more
towards this beneficial feature.

People
The redesigned People screen builds on top of the design
from Sprint 2 (Moraal, 2021). One change to mention in
particular is the greyed out WiFi discovery bar. In earlier
versions this would not appear if the WiFi discovery was off.
However, next adopters may choose not to accept WiFi
onboarding when it is prompted during the first onboarding
sequence. This would leave the users starting without any
connectivity and no way to discover this feature except for
deep in the settings. So to more strongly nudge people
towards the curious discovery of this beneficial connectivity
feature, especially during the onboarding experience, a
greyed out bar is shown with a blue gear icon to visit the ‘WiFi
discovery and sync’ settings.
Another addition is the blue “Follow” button in a listing
of a person which is not yet followed by the next adopter. This
is intended to avoid confusion when people on the same WiFi
network are listed within one and the same section, and
where some of those people are already followed and some
are not. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that following
more people actually equals better connectivity in the
Manyverse SSB network. Therefore it was chosen to direct
the user’s attention to the possibility to follow other people with the “Follow” buttons. When a
person is already followed they do not need a button in that spot in their listing. However,
current Manyverse users have expressed their need to easily unfollow people. If unfollowing
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multiple people quickly is important, then include a white button to followed listings stating
“Unfollow”.
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Conclusion
This document summarised key take-aways of sprint 3 of Welcome to the Manyverse.

Products for the Manyverse team & community
The knowledge and designs which have been produced in this sprint are intended to be
used by the Manyverse core team especially during further design and implementation. The
developed main prototype has also more direct value in that it can be transformed
into a medium-high fidelity prototype, tested upon further and/or implemented with
minor changes into a Manyverse Beta release. Additionally the findings and guidance in
this document could be of help in future design processes to Manyverse and SSB.

Advice for development & design
From the whole process there are some points of advice for the Manyverse team and
community members who will be implementing the designs and will be developing the
Manyverse application after this project:
●
●
●

Review the relevant rationales and examples in this document to come to a
purposeful and usable design and implementation;
In case of explicitly conflicting design choices between this document and the
documentation of earlier sprints, take this document as leading;
Keep in mind who the next adopters are and try to test with next adopters;
remember that they are non-experts;

Future research
Several areas of interest have come up during the process of the last two sprints and
discussions within the Manyverse team and the SSB community. The author recalls several
areas which are either being researched, or that are thought to be logical areas of research
given the necessary usability of Manyverse for next adopters and their friends. Some of
these areas include partial replication, co-enforcement of blocking, different networking
technologies in conjunction with privacy and server management, and using the same
identity on multiple devices. Two additional areas of future research interest came up more
prominently during this last sprint.
Firstly, an important feature that would align with the privacy part of the ‘Sovereignty’
value is to research the possibilities of giving next adopters controlled
contextual-privacy with a “Private posts” feature. This advice comes from both a privacy
by design perspective, socially scientific background and the wishes and needs that next
adopters have explicitly voiced.
Secondly, from a privacy by design perspective an additional feature has come up
during the last two sprints. Users do not usually think of situations where they lose access to
their account or their account is compromised by a malicious actor. Nevertheless - and
perhaps especially therefore - it would be a good idea to assess security measures
surrounding account backup with a focus on usability for next adopters.
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Appendix
A. Alias format, room server and technical miscellaneous
The following notes about envisioned technical possibilities of Manyverse and SSB were
taken from communication with the Manyverse team at the end of Sprint 2 and the start of
Sprint 3.
Room server and alias
In the earlier stages of sprint two we discussed inter-user connection methods. We chose to
go focus mostly on the room alias for now. However, there are some risks involved in that for
usability, and two open questions which I still see as important (see picture below).
Alias format & onboarding
There are some things to consider given the question about which format does the alias
need to be. I saw the Github page and the link to the acct RFC. This is something that is
especially important for Sprint 3 (invitee) to get right and research.
●

●
●

●

Both tested users (Melinda and Calvin) think the alias is an email address at first.
One later thought that it might be a username. Also, in the message they sent to
Daniela they thought that Daniela had to click on the alias. Daniela is as new to the
alias as they are, even newer because she just gets a message over Whatsapp or
email before having downloaded Manyverse.
What are the advantages for Mastodon for this specific format? Does it work for them
because of this format, neutral, or despite of this format? What exactly works well?
In Mastodon the @ in front is useful because servers play a conciously big role in
everyday use. They have the role of moderators. For Manyverse I have always
envisioned that users do their own moderation. And naturally servers are on the
background just for facilitation, especially room servers. This is also important given
current EU law giving non-liability if you don’t handle content. Also from speaking
with the next adopters I think that they care about natural persons and events, not
about technical infrastructure. Mastodon would be a great alternative for people
looking to get a lot of content from strangers. Manyverse on the other hand you
described as a more ‘small world’ medium which I like too.
As the RFC states:

*"this specification provides no method for dereferencing
an ‘acct’ URI on its own, e.g., as the value of the ‘href’ attribute
of an HTML anchor element. For example, there is no behavior
specified in this document for an ‘acct’ URI used as follows:
<a href=‘acct:bob@example.com’>find out more</a>"*
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This means that every client through which the invitation to Manyverse is received interprets
it differently. Some tests I did:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

sms/imessage (iPhone): mailto
Thunderbird: no link
apple mail on iPhone: mailto
Whatsapp: mailto
Telegram: link main domain
Instagram: [still to be tried out]
Facebook chat: no link
Firefox: “You are about to log in to the site “woutermoraal.nl” with the username
“%40myname”,…”
LinkedIn: [still to be tried out]

The above list should be completed next Sprint. Since Whatsapp and Email (closely followed
by Instagram, LinkedIn…) are the most important sharing methods for the LGBTQ/activist
group, the receiver will see a link which by clicking it starts generating an email, so its a dead
end.
●

●

We could leverage the natural tendencies of the next adoptes by making the alias
into a working link, such as: myname.roomserver.net or roomserver.net/myname.
The link design which I have in mind could be centralised, but also decentralised.
What I mean that it could work like Jitsi. Everyone can host a Jitsi server. A link to a
Jitsi call sends a mobile user to website of the server server.com/thiscallname,
detects the users phone OS and if the app is not installed shows an onboarding
page. Because there is a decentralised ecosystem of Roomservers, each room
server could handle their share of aliases followed as an invite link. This offloads the
main manyver.se domain/server, and does not make invite aliases(=links) dependent
on that one server. Again, it may also be a choice to opt for centralisation of invites.
My expectation is that cutting and pasting takes the invitee more actions, thinking,
time and doubt and this will lead to user errors and subsequently irritation. Especially
for Daniela, who has never seen anything like Manyverse before.

In case of the one edge case (no internet, not physically nearby inviter) then even a link can
still be pasted. An alias in the current format cannot become a link. Now that you are in the
fluid phase of aliases there is still time to research, and the possibility to opt for a slightly
different format. Later it would become a pain in the ass to change with so many clients and
servers depending on it, I can imagine.
We could invest time in creating two lofi interactive prototypes in sprint 3 to test the options
empirically side by side with other people: alias cut and paste vs. alias link. That gives more
empirical data about the usability difference. But this also takes time away from smoothing
out some details in the onboarding. However, I think it might be important because when
Room 2.0 and aliases crystallize it is probably harder to change. It is a choice we can talk
about, of course.
Blocking: partial (friendly) co-enforcement
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We talked about Mandy blocking voyeur Brian after Brian has followed her while both are on
the library wifi network. I don’t know if this is something that you have thought or heard about
before. But I had to think of normal social behaviour. Let’s say that Mandy knows Bob and
Eve, and Eve has just told her that she is in a nasty fight with Bob because he hurt her
badly. Eve tells Mandy that she never wants to see Bob again. Mandy has known Bob since
high school and he has never really done bad to her. Next day Bob comes over to Mandy
and asks for personal information about Eve. Mandy has a good releationship with both Bob
and Eve, so she chooses not to tell Bob anything about Eve, because Eve asked her not to.
In SSB this would be like ‘automated partial co-enforcement of a block’. Mandy has seen the
block published by Eve against Bob, but she does not need to block Bob herself. Her
manyverse client automatically registeres the block and next time Bob’s client asks for
replications, Mandy’s client sends them only excluding Eve’s posts. This is just automating
the equivalent of natural social behaviour.
People screen: other uses
From both tests there was no evidence that the people screen should be used for other
purposes than: discovering (new) people, checking out if new posts, shortcut to personal
message. At the moment there just a follow-not follow (or mutual follow could be a third?)
divide between the listings on the People screen, perhaps that there is some management
or filtering options to put in there, but otherwise not much yet. The point is, the desired and
expected actions on the People screen are (based on next adopter research and testing)
social in nature and used often. Also, I don’t have the time to broaded scope much more to
include these technical uses in my research for this project. Suggestions for the other
technical features which you talked about:
●
●
●

blocking can be managed on the profile page of a user (one click away from the
People screen)
in the settings could be a list of people and their storage management (like how app
storage is in iPhone settings for example)
I would suggest choosing usable defaults in replication and partial replication. For
example: also distinguish replication behaviour towards a pub, and towards a client.
So that a user can only change one or a few global settings for replication, but does
not have to do so because of usable defaults.
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B. Analysis of onboarding UX, UI and nudges of other apps
The notes below describe the patterns that were extracted from Whatsapp, Instagram,
Snapchat, Twitter (desktop and mobile) and Signal onboarding UX.
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C. Onboarding connectivity cases for the invitee
In the documentation for Sprint 2 four onboarding cases came up. These are listed and
discussed below. The aim is to know that the use cases for different types of direct
stakeholders affect connectivity, and to make sure that they are taken into account in this
Sprint 3 as well. The onboarding connectivity cases from especially the perspective of the
invitee are:
●
●
●

●

Well connected: Invitee interacts with invite message containing inviter’s Alias
- inviter is also internet connected.
Well connected, but not invited: downloads app, but has no alias. Has to connect to a
server. Then needs to invite friends herself.
Badly connected: Invitee interacts with invite message or downloads app - inviter is
not (going to be) online. Next step is they need to meet in person for sync. So, the
‘Badly connected prototype sketch’ of Sprint 2 comes into play.
Edge case: Invitee interacts with invite message containing inviter’s alias, but invitee
has no internet connection. Large chance that invitee already has Manyverse and
then ‘Badly connected prototype sketch’ of Sprint 2 comes into play to encourage to
meet in person or turn on internet. It may also be functional for the inviter include an
alias inside the app somewhere, to add the contact offline, but this has least priority.

For now only the story of case A is fully worked out. The user needs for the other cases are
closely related to that one, and will contain a lot of the same screens and steps in the UX.
For a medium connected invitee who already has Manyverse - but who is not online
now it may be functional to add an alias inside the app as noted in Edge case D. However,
this scenario is unlikely for onboarding as the user needs internet to download Manyverse
and will likely onboard further while they have that internet access. When they then move
online again, the invitee cannot access the server anyways. Then there are two options: 1.
Get online again and press the alias in the invite message. 2. Move in physical proximity and
connect and sync in person through public WiFi. An experienced user may also note an alias
down on paper or on their phone and later when they have internet continue to add them.
The edge case has thus gotten even smaller.
Badly connected users might connect to each other’s hotspots regularly and develop
a habit of checking out friends of their friends as they are updated during that syncing. If
badly connected users feel that they need the possibility to add an alias as kind of a contact
in the app offline for Manyverse to work for them, then it could be added as a feature into the
People screen by the Manyverse team later. Keep in mind that typo’s cannot easily be
corrected for in that fashion. Chances are also big that the user is already a friend of a friend
and that they are able to find them in that way. That is something to keep an eye out for
when testing with actually badly connected users.
For all types of next adopters it is important that they reach their goal of social
connectedness at the end of the onboarding and first use. To achieve the necessary
connectivity during the onboarding the following three things have to happen:
- following the first identity(s)
- syncing with first identity(s)
- following friends of identity
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D. Paper prototype A1 & test with Imme
Date and time
25 January 2021 16:00-17:15h
Test person
Imme, a heterosexual 21 year old, anti-capitalist Dutch male. He studies liberal arts with a
specialisation in philosophy.
Goals
Testing mental model and understanding of the prototype
Method
After the instructions the following story was verbally shared over Jitsi. Then a pdf document
with scans of the paper prototype screens was shared via email. The test was held with the
talk-aloud method. When the subject would say that they clicked somewhere on a screen,
then the author would direct them to scroll to a specific other screen in the pdf document to
continue.
Story
Imagine that you are more-or-less yourself. You have met Cameron at an interesting event
which you attended. You find him nice and interesting to stay connected with. Cameron told
you about Manyverse and how he uses it to share the things that you like to keep up with.
You agree to give him your phone number so that he can send you an invitation. Later you
check out the invitation that he sent you on WhatsApp.
Results

Whatsapp invitation
● There is some hesitation for clicking a link like this.
But since he has met Cameron he would click it. Imme is
also curious about the new medium.
● Offgrid grabs Imme’s interest. It’s different from
social media he knows, yet he would like to know more
about what offgrid means.
● Change invite sentence: “Tap the link below to
install the app and connect with me:
cameron7.woutermoraal.nl”
●
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Automatic redirection to app store/play store or
Manyverse on other OS
A. Imme expects this to be part of redirection
procedure. Seems logical to him.
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Publi
“Off-grid” seems interesting to him. He does has an idea
about what it means, and it interested to know how that
makes Manyverse different from Instagram.

Opening screen
A. Truly yours is a nice slogan according to Imme.
The other text speaks to his imagination and fits his
values.
B. Question: should this text be swapped with the text
on the welcome screen or not?
C. “Create account on button?
D. Add screen with on and offgrid explanation: the
connectivity methods. And an explanation that your
account is on your phone, not in the cloud. Perhaps a
drawing of a safe on a phone screen? And a screen with a
connectivity choice (checked checkboxes) may help to
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Publi
This screen should be shown only if no invite was pressed
before using the app. If an invite was used then this should be
triggered on the people screen (or on the people screen when
pressing the greyed out WiFi bar).
A. The wifi connectivity is difficult to understand for Imme.
He associated hotspot with smartphone hotspot, an intended
association. He did not understand the “even if the hotspot is
not connected to the internet”, because he does not
understand that the app can sync without servers.
B. Add a “learn more” button/text: an extra accordion to
keep in the flow but add an extra explanation. Or one or more
extra screens explaining through moving gif drawings. These
pages could also be used behind a button in the offline
warning on the feed screen when a user is totally cut off or as
the extra explanation when tapping the greyed out WiFi bar in
the People screen! Multifunctional screens.
C. Good to show that permissions reassurance is there.

WiFi allow
A. On the one hand Imme tells me that he usually clicks
through and okay fast. On the other hand he says that he tries
not to allow most permissions the first time and then when he
starts using the app he sees what he has to enable to use the
features which he wants to use.
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Follow friends nearby
Appears if: other Manyverse clients are detected on
currently connect wifi network.

Follow online
Appears if: there is a working internet connection
A. The going back to press or copy alias is a bit of
a hassle. However, it is now a technical necessity.
a. Perhaps put his screen before the WiFi
so that it is more freshly in mind. However, the WiFi
screens do not have to be long normally. Imme noted
that normally he would click through it a lot faster than
during the test. Also, this screen is the start of a whole
alias sequence which flows logically, it would be weird
to put wifi all the way after the public profile creation.
B. This screen should perhaps not be about
following a friend. But about having an online presence
and being able to invite people outside the user’s
Manyverse.
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Follow
Appears if: invitee presses alias link again or if an alias
is correctly input in Follow online screen and continue
clicked.
A. The content seems good to Imme. He likes to
read the bio.
B. Link directly to this screen from when opening
the app, or after the opening screen! This is technically
possible according to Staltz.

Follow
A. Imme would choose the vegan-life.com server.
B. This screen is fine to him.
C. Change the explaining top text to stress that it is
your public address. A user does not have to use it.
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Choose alias
A. The example needs to be grey, like example input.
B. “Alias” sounds like “nickname” to Imme. Its an
interesting reference to him, he is nudged not to use his real
name.
C. He thought that the room alias is used to log into the
app. This can be explained better.
a. Perhaps add to another screen: “No need to
log in, everything you need is already on your phone.”
Perhaps do the backup explanation and screen in the
onboarding already? There this could be made more clear.
D. Otherwise it is clear. He does not know if this is his
name in the app though.
a. Add reassurance: “You will choose your
screen name in the next step.”

Public profile
A. It is interesting that the word Public is used. It is to
make sure that the user knows this information will be
public.
B. Imme finds it hard to think about what makes him
special. He would like to skip the bio in onboarding and
change it later.
C. Perhaps this screen and the choose alias could be
merged and the bio as a separate screen? This would
make for a better understanding of the differences.
D. Move the name to the start. Then after connectivity
do picture and bio screens (like Twitter on mobile does).
This should aid the impression that an account is being
created on your phone. And make sure that during the
connectivity phase your name is present so that the invite
receiving friend can see a name.
E. This screen can be used with a pre-filled in name
after connectivity. Otherwise separate the bio.
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Welcome
B. Asdf
C. Add screens before this to choose languages
(probably the system language can be used as standard),
and interests for filtering suggestions from friends of
friends. The interests could also be done before the
people screen. However it would help to suggest some
people to follow right away. If the user connects with
another user through local wifi or alias of course. Add a
search field to filter interests.

Public screen
A. Change: change Manyverse to “Public posts”. For
constancy with “Private chats” or “Private messages”
B. Make the balloons also clickable.
C. For when settings icon is pressed: Add screen for
explanation and reassurance in settings about backup
phrase. And backup phrase screen. Also add donations
explanation somewhere, maybe just behind the donation
button in settings menu.
D. His first reaction was that he wanted to react or
like Cameron’s post to let him know he succeeded.
E. Imme would like to press the settings next to see
what can be done and changed in the app settings and
his profile. He has the wish to be able to change the
theme colour of his app interface and profile page.
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F. He did not want to write a first post yet.
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Public
A. The fact that posts can be seen by social circles of
friends made Imme realise the exponential loss of
contextual privacy. The non-deletion did not help to
reassure him. The fade-away he thought was nice, but he
did not quite understand how that would work, because he
didn’t know where the data was yet.
a. That’s why: add an explanation about this
somewhere.
b. Also: it would be a good idea for users like
Imme to be able to set a more strict context in the settings
of only approved followers for whom posts can be seen.
Imme would be very much okay with not having an extra
screen/tab for that, but it being just the new default on the
public screen when he sets it so.
B. Imme came forward that it irritates him if he cannot
edit a post after it was sent, especially if there is a typo.
The “cannot be deleted” would be better if it could say
“Posts cannot be deleted, only edited. However, they can
fade away over time through auto-deletion from the phones
of you and your followers.
C. Remove the skip button and test if it is too forcefully
nudging.
D. The drawing should be replaced with an example
#NewPeople post.
E. Change title and text: “Introduce yourself” “Write
your first public post to introduce yourself to the people in
your Manyverse.
F. Add a context switch: “everybody in your
Manyverse”, “followers and friends”, “friends”, “note to
self”/”only you”.

Pub
A. Imme likes the voice memo button. It is different
from other social media. He would create a voice memo as
his first post.
B. The triangle is not something that he knows what it
is right away. He would tap it to see what happens. He
expects that it is a good idea to be able to choose from
some predefined content warnings. If content warnings are
totally free to write, Imme fears that some people may use
it to indicate exclusion of certain groups of people as a
content warning.
C. Pre-fill in the hashtag #newpeople, #NewPeople or
#new-people.
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Private chats
A. Change text to: “No chats yet. Get started by
messaging a friend.”

Your first chat
A. Imme is definitely reassured by the reassurance
text.
B. He does not understand the difference between
mutual follows and friends. To simplify we can choose one
name for a relationship where two people follow each
other. Some social pressure can be involved with a word
like “friends”. “Mutual” might be hard to understand.
“Acquaintance” is again a social word like friends but then
may be too distant. This is something to research.
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Write private message
A. Add send button of course. Copy how Signal
messenger has implemented its appearance.
B. Imme would send a message along the lines of
“Hey, what a cool concept this app. How did you get
there?”
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Sfd

sf

Private chats screen
A. Imme would now tap on the People button to
discover what is there. He expects to perhaps see other
people nearby who use Manyverse among others. After
this he would start to talk to his friends about Manyverse
and invite his friends. Also he would post something.
B. Add explanation screen after this at ‘People’ and a
nudge toward the people screen: explain how friends are
found, what difference is between “mutual follows and
friends”. Also use the wifi screens if wifi was not enabled
during onboarding (again) here, or only if the user taps
the greyed out wifi bar on the People screen.
C. On the People screen make the “People on this
WiFi hotspot” bar stick, even if WiFi discovery is turned
off. Just grey it out and offer a quick button to go to
settings to turn it on again. (or turn it on then and there).
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Usability scoring of the onboarding by Imme:
3 of 5 (neither easy nor difficult)
The onboarding is in line with what he would expect. He just missed some extra (optional)
explanation about how the networking works and the connectivity. A learn more button with
extra information sometimes would help.
Now that he knows more about how the app works differently he would definitely try it out.
Rather than trying out another social media app like Instagram.

Screens to add
(Choose language (could))
Choose interests (clustered hashtags if possible “often used together” for example)
Follow other people
Explaining storage and backup (perhaps move these to inside the onboarding? It becomes
longer, but also clearer? Perhaps best to put the explanation screen behind a “Learn more”
button/text during onboarding.)
Backup phrase offering
(Donation screen in settings (could for this sprint))
Wifi offline sync explanation
People explanation? (e.g. different relation statuses?) It could repeat storage info (like in the
storage and backup explaining screen). Or perhaps only the wifi explanation is offered on
the people screen. And the wifi explanation screen(s) sits behind pressing a greyed out WiFi
bar on the people screen.
Screen explaining storage of account.
Connectivity screen explanation with the two connectivity options. Perhaps each having a
“Learn more” arrow to learn more about how it works. Make the choice for the user: move
WiFi to later if the user has internet. If the user does not have internet then do WiFi now and
do Alias creation later..
Buttons to explain certain terms that are new to users not familiar with Manyverse and
decentralised services.

Idea
Create follow relationship statusses:
A. Button: “Follow” (not following yet)
B. Button: “Following”
C. Button: “Mutual” or “Friend” (setting “Friends” may become socially competitive
amongst younger people)
D. Perhaps add a way to set intimate Dunbar’s 15 circle with heart or circle icon.
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Notes on page build up and fonts
Use the Signal for iOS onboarding and Twitter mobile onboarding as a reference for UI
mostly.
Fonts:
Make sure that there are different sizes and grey colours/opacities. The above sketches can
be used for a mostly correct reference.
General layout for explanation/reassurance screens:
● Big title very short
● Readable text directly underneath (usuablly one sentence)
● More or less abstract drawing underneath which illustrates how something works or
what is to be done
● Small and grey reassurance text one or two sentences.
● Big button to continue
● Sometimes a big skip or second choice tappable text: usually text in the same colour
as the big blue button. Can also be grey to steer more towards the big button.

Make the balloons clickable.
If possible a ‘could’: put a waiting animation like the button transforms like the iOS Signal
onboarding.

Vocabulary consistency
Constency for understanding.
“Public post” or “post” & “Private chat” or “chat”
These terms are now easier seperable.

“Hotspot” instead of “network”
The fear is that “network” will not be associated with using a local hotspot for offline syncing,
which is the main intended use of this feature (for badly connected users). Hence the
intended association with smartphone hotspots, and other kinds of WiFi hotspots. However,
the mental model of local syncing needs to be explained.
Perhaps “Mutuals” instead of/or alongside “Friends”
Imme from testing with Imme and Melinda we know that a label such as “friend” or “best
friend” could come with social pressure which nudges towards inclusion in this category.
This would dillute and overcrowd these categories outside of the bounds of Dunbar groups,
so much so that they would become useless vehicles in the app. The expectation is that this
social pressure exists mostly when the decision of the user to include a person in any of
these categories is visible to the other subject. It would be best to keep these social pressure
labels for the user’s own eyes only.
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E. Review session Manyverse core team (26 January 2021)
●
●

Perhaps move WiFi to after profile creation because otherwise others do not see a
name.
We should try out postponing the joining of an alias and making it when the user
wants to invite others. Then it should perhaps also have a button underneath the
invitee name on their profile picture. Make users understand that it is their “room
address” or “room alias” making an online presence and they can receive follow
requests from strangers then. Downside:
○ case with new adopter who was not invited by anyone, does not have any
rooms (bc there is no directory centrally and he has not collected any
directory of possible rooms in his app yet) he cannot invite anyone. He is then
stuck in limbo. For those users an alternative should be created. For example
a Manyverse temporary invite link server, or a public default directory of room
servers.
○ Badly connected user semi-connected case: Daniela may be in an internet
cafe when downloading and onboarding Manyverse, then she moves to
offline locations again and meets someone there. What will she do? She
wants to invite, but she cannot join a room server and create an alias to
share. The app should then direct her to use WiFi instead. But, she may just
want to send an invite as a text message (she has cell reception) to Louis,
who may have internet. In either way, Louis needs internet to download the
app. So when he starts his onboarding journey, he needs to use some kind of
link to get to Manyverse. This would definitely hamper and limit the spread of
Manyverse in lesser connected countries, where it may serve a more vital
function.
○ Conclusion: this can lead to some nasty ‘getting stuck’. I think that it is
important to keep the invitational flow flowing. And not create these dead
ends for people. However, we should add some more information on the two
different ways of connection. Perhaps using horizontal and triangular vertical
movement consistently in drawings. Two connection methods:
■ Sync posts and messages directly through a WiFi hotspot: offline
■ Get your content
○ What about getting a room, but having security through obscurity by using the
ID key at first or a hashed or bloom filtered version of it. And later getting the
option to make an alias when you are inviting? :) Then people can still sync
with you online.

“Better to get the important but boring things out of the way first, instead
of postponing them and running into problems later.” - what most parents tell
their children is also a useful adagio in onboarding the invitee; while sticking to the most
important and potentially problematic steps.

Put profile creation before connectivity. Then the people that are connected to can see who
asks. But, then the nudgings to get though the serious and boring connectivity should be
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hard to get people set up right. We could try it, but I’m afraid many will skip it, while we can
see in the above analysis that it is very important.
Make the bio creation skippable. Perhaps on a separate screen, or just keep it on the same
screen. Same screen is perhaps fine.
Before the WiFi and/or internet connectivity options have a screen which gives an idea of
overview: those are the two options for connectivity, and you could perhaps
Use “room address” instead of “room alias”? Perhaps room address sounds to much like the
address of the room itself, not of the user using the room.
Having a default room server directory is something that is not preferable to the SSB and
Manyverse core teams because of curation work and the political decision making involved.
A local room server directory could be built up by the Manyverse client from connected
people the rooms that they declare using. Nevertheless, there is a bootstrapping problem
here, if people did not choose to by default join a friend’s room through an invite. If rooms
are to be stumbled upon by new users because there is no room directory or search engine
(not even online) - especially for new adopters who are the first in their network to download
Manyverse and know nobody there - then they will be stuck between a rock and a hard
place. They cannot invite anyone because they do not have an alias (link) to include in the
invite message - the “rock”. Moreover they have to try to search the internet manually to find
room servers. Since their understanding of this infrastructure is shaky as a new user, this will
be a “hard place”.
…
The to make ‘activities’ tab should hold the tutorial steps that have not yet been taken after
the first encounter of the Public screen. (However, it could also be done with a notification
badge at some settings menu listings?)
Perhaps create a screen before connectivity where the user gets the choice to start with
certain connectivity or there are pre-checked boxes denoting the two kinds of connectivity.
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F. Paper prototype A2: test results with Calvin
Date and time
25 January 2021 16:00-17:15h
Test person
Calvin is a gay 27 year old Dutch male. He works in cultural event organising.
Goals
Testing mental model and understanding of the prototype
Method
After the instructions the following story was verbally shared over Jitsi. Then a pdf document
with scans of the paper prototype screens was shared via email. The test was held with the
talk-aloud method. When the subject would say that they clicked somewhere on a screen,
then the author would direct them to scroll to a specific other screen in the pdf document to
continue.
Story
Imagine that you are more-or-less yourself. You have met Cameron at an interesting event
which you attended. You find him nice and interesting to stay connected with. Cameron told
you about Manyverse and how he uses it to share the things that you like to keep up with.
You agree to give him your phone number so that he can send you an invitation. Later you
check out the invitation that he sent you on WhatsApp.
Results

Whatsapp invitation
A. If it was a long time ago then Calvin would use the
photo to check if he recognises the same guy that he met.
B. With the link he expects to either be taken to the the
app, or to Cameron’s profile with a message that he has to
download the app first.
a. Perhaps if the switch to the appstore turns
out to be too fast, then when following the link a faded
preview of Cameron’s profile could be put on the
background with a prompt to download the app.
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Appstore
E. This is fine to Calvin.

Opening screen
E. Calvin likes the “Keep your data where your phone
is”
F. “Restore account”: Calvin worries a little that it
happens a lot that accounts may break, otherwise the
option “Restore” would not be there.
a. What would be a suitable alternative for
“Restore account”? “Use existing account”: that is also
good when thinking about adding the ability to link multiple
devices to the same account behind that option. Change
Continue to “New account”.
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Your name
A. The 40 characters is understandable. Also the
green circle with checkmark when his input is okay is
great.
B. He is slightly confused wether this is his page
name or profile name(username). He thinks its his “page
name” (screen name).

Keep in sync
A. This text is very clear to Calvin. The drawing too.
He then asks himself whether he and Cameron should
be standing next to each other or not? That should be
answered in the next screen.
a. Perhaps do “Next” on the button when it is
another explanation screen or when the user is in a
sequence about one subject. So next-next-continue, and
then a new part.
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Ways to sync
A. Wifi hotspot is simply understandable to him:
“we need to be in the same room and on the same wifi
and then we will connect.”
B. A room server is still unclear to him: “is it on 4G
or do we need to be on the hotspot of a company?”
That is confusing to Calvin. He does recognize the big
cloud as the room server.
C. The little clouds are not understood yet. Cloud
means “data storage” from him, also given the data
syncing on phones. The whole idea to him for the app
is that the data is locally stored, so he thinks those little
clouds are a bit of a red herring. Internet to him is
signified by 4G or 5G, or a small globe icon or satellite.
a. Remove the small clouds. Or put 4G or
wifi icon alongside them, inside them or instead of
them.
D. He is now uncertain about what is behind the
“Connect to sync” button. Is he going to connect
through the internet or locally? “I have to get into
connection with other phones, right? So this button just
does not say enough.
a. Add reassurance: “You can choose how
you want to connect to others in your Manyverse.”
b. Change button text: to “Continue”. Or: “How it works” and add explanation
screens after this screen. Use those explanation screens also later for
connectivity? But that might be double up.
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Follow friends nearby
Appears if: other Manyverse clients are detected on
currently connect wifi network.
A. This screen is clear. But “Skip these people is
superfluous”.
a. Remove “Skip these people”

Follow online
Appears if: there is a working internet connection
C. The
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Follow
Appears if: invitee presses alias link again or if an alias
is correctly input in Follow online screen and continue
clicked.
C. Calvin had forgotten that Cameron was still
there. So after the explanations this kind of comes as a
surprise.
a. Move it to earlier, or later as a
notification in the notification tab.
D. Calvin finds it weird that it says “Send…”
because in his mind Cameron sent him a follow
request.
a. Change the button to “Accept Follow
Request” or just “Follow”.

Join a room server
The room server joining sequence would be put as a task
later in the onboarding.
E. This now comes out of the blue for Calvin. He
would have liked to see it at the start or later when he
has setup his profile and such as a notification or screen.
He would choose to skip because he doesn’t want to
think about it yet. Apart from that, the contents of the
screen seem fine.
a. Push this connectivity until after the
welcome screen, possibly behind a notification.
b. He does not know what a room alias is.
Put an explanation before about room servers and room
alias.
F. Calvin does not understand why he needs to
“make separate rooms on all those servers”. This needs
explanation. “This is how Manyverse works … first off
you need to know there are two ways to connect: one is
through a hotspot, the second one is by rooms. Don’t
worry if you don’t know what a room is yet. A room is …
and … you can get a room on the room servers which
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your friends use or choose another room server which you like. If you want to help
out your Manyverse, you can even host your own room server for your friends to use.
Make your profile. Make your alias.
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Choose alias
E. Calvin: “So these are like sites that people can use
to find your profile or something?”
F. Calvin thinks he has to think of a site that he needs
to be able to remember, so that he can tell other people
about it. So it needs to be simple. He hopes that calvin will
work.
a. Make it so that it auto completes the name
typed in the bar with“.shuttlesite.net” or the server in light
grey. Just with one room server. Then in the settings after
completion display all the room aliases.
G. Choosing rooms and setting the room alias is
complicated to Calvin. He hopes that he does not have to
use this ever again and can just sync through WiFi next
time. “Perhaps I will get it later but now I just feel like I don’t
want to go through these settings again.” Its a lot of thinking
with uncertain consequences.
a. Give the default option of connecting to their
existing friends room servers if possible. If not let user
choose room. Then let them choose alias. Or let them
choose alias with an option beneath to choose extra rooms;
that would be more compact.
b. Pre-fill in Calvin’s screenname in the alias
field to make it easier for him.
c. Change room alias to “room”. (see the
explanation below this prototype).

Public profile
F. Just like Imme, Cameron taps the photo icon first
to choose a photo.
G. “What makes you special?” makes Calvin want to
think. He suspects that that is the bio.
a. Either shift the bio to a later screen, and/or
change to “Bio” or “Present yourself” or “Write a short bio”.
H. He likes that he can change the info at any time
later on.
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Welcome
F. Mentioning Calvin’s name is good.
G. The show me button can still be there in the new
prototype to signal that there will be a guided tour after
this.
H. The text can be slightly changed to avoid double
with earlier explanations.

Public screen
G. Calvins first action would be to like camerons post.
To show him that he’s on Manyverse now. Or comment on
it writing “thanks for the invite and it was fun to meet you.”
H. Calvin thinks that its weird that there is “Private”.
He thinks that its to share with his friends right, so why
would there be a private post option. After thinking about it
he thinks that perhaps its for one-to-one messages.
Cameron automatically assumes that chats are
private/1-on-1. So the word private is a bit superfluous to
him there.
a. If more people are unsure about the
meaning of private, then please change to “Chats” or
“Chat”. Perhaps then change “Public” to “Posts”.
I. Calvin does not have anything to post yet.
a. Perhaps change the first balloon to
somewhere else to change the order? Or prime the user
beforehand with explanation drawing showing #newpeople
message(s).
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Private chats
B. Change to “No chats yet”
C. Chats

Your first chat
C. Calvin likes the reassurance.
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Write private message
C. Calvin finds this screen clear. He likes that also
group messaging is possible. And its clear that he can
also invite friends from here.

Write private message
D. Calvin would write something like “Hey, I really like
your shirt” we should hangout sometime”. So Calvin looks
at the profile picture and that is a conversation starter for
him.
a. Add a send button of course.
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Private chats screen
D. The green button is not clear to Calvin (just like in
last test). It takes him some time to notice that that is how
he needs to send a new message. Could this be
something that iPhone users are not used to this button
placement?
E. From here Calvin goes to the Public tab.
F. Then when on the public tab he clicks on the
settings. There he wants to find: his own profile, privacy
details, connectivity, updates/sync information (when did
he last update messages/posts from others? Does he
have the newest information that he wants?), if the app
itself needs to be updated perhaps.
G. Thereafter, Calvin would like to know more about
how the app works, as it is very different from what he is
used to. Perhaps reading, or better a little video of 1
minute or gif explanation screens.
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The next app open
What he would like to do the next time when he opens and uses the app is invite his
boyfriend or someone close to him to try the app with him. He would click on ‘People’.
Ordering
Profile before or after info. In principle he finds it logical if the app starts with his profile. From
a design standpoint I find that it would not smart to do the fun stuff first and then the boring
explanation stuff. It is the emotional cadance that’s important in the onboarding as well, not
to irritate people. Calvin found that order also logical, to get information first and then you
know what you get into.
Info
Profile creation:
- photo and name
- bio (because later probably more time)
Welcome
In public tab: first notification ‘pling’ is follow request. “You have an invitation from a friend!”
Accept Cameron
Back to a tab and go on
In People or in connectivity settings:
- accept invite (if any) (also go here after invite notification is pressed if Cameron is not
followed in the notification listing directly)
- connectivity “one time setup (you can change later)”: wifi discovery, set alias (checkmark
use same room servers as followers)
Profile and bio
According to Calvin it is logical if the profile is made before the app knows that it is
connected with Cameron.
Explanation suggestion by Calvin including room servers:
“This is how Manyverse works … first off you need to know there are two ways to connect:
one is through a hotspot, the second one is by rooms. Don’t worry if you don’t know what a
room is yet. A room is … and … you can get a room on the room servers which your friends
use or choose another room server which you like. If you want to help out your Manyverse,
you can even host your own room server for your friends to use. Make your profile. Make
your alias.
Rooms on a room server
After having interacted with the prototype and being explained how rooms and aliases work,
Calvin interpreted room aliases as rooms themselves: as in “I need to create a room, like a
site where people can connect to me online”. For Manyverse devs who have become used
to the server being called a room this will feel strange, but for next adopters this makes
perfect sense. You get a room somewhere which people can find ‘you’ in. So seriously
consider changing room alias to room. As in “connect to my room on Manyverse”, “I have a
room on a room server”, “I have room at scuttlebutt.net”, “Get a room”, “find me in my room
at calvin.roomserver.net”. Also you can have a room on different servers like having one
room at different homes or hotels each. Or call the string itself a room address.
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Other stuff
At some point the users want and need to know somewhat how Manyverse works. That is
because Manyverse it is different from what they are used to and it would influence usability
and connectivity negatively if their mental model would not match with how Manyverse
works. Both users which were tested during this sprint at one point ran into trouble when
their assumed mental model did not match the workings of Manyverse. Even if Imme clicked
to allow a permission, he did not have the right mental model to understand what he just
accepted. However, Imme could be steered with patterns into creating a room. Confusion
was voiced by Calvin already during the first onboarding process. Interestingly, Imme said
that he would normally try to avoid allowing permissions when starting to use an app and
later see how far he could go without enabling them. However, his behaviour in the test
showed that he just accepted everything. These test findings indicate that a little more
explanation would be necessary for the users at some point in the onboarding experience.
And perhaps some explanation could be shifted to before asking for the permissions. This
would also fit the Manyverse values of Transparency and aid the value of Sovereignty
(Moraal, 2021).
Tip: In People screen add a follow button to anyone who you aren’t following yet. This
differentiates intuitively between people that are already followed and not followed,
especially when in the WiFi category both types of people can be present.
What does the user need to do and know more?
Get an alias (and join servers)
When user follows someone with alias, then the explanation and integrated alias screen will
appear in people.
If no user is followed then the explainer and room server choice screen and alias screen will
be shown when user tries to invite others
Send personal message
Comment on post of friend
Post something
Look at settings to write bio
(User will look at privacy settings, theme settings as well.)
Don’t do all the todo’s with notifications. The user will discover themselves and once on the
right tab guide them! Otherwise it can feel like a tedious and distracting todo list.

Vocabulary next
“Room address” corresponds to the mental model of Calvin: a physical room or place on the
internet which others can use to connect with him. It uses the well known address metaphor
(physicall address and email address or web address) while still being different because it
says “room” in front.
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“Join” a room server. Is socially wantable. “Register” sounds like a tedious chore. In the
settings you can be more boring and detailed. There it is called “Registered room
addresses”.
“Continue” and/or “Next? “Continue” is probably best to avoid confusion as the signal is not
obvious.
“Save account” is expected to trigger the slight anxiety of something which is unsaved (like a
document) and can thus easily be lost. Backup is usually the tedious thing involving a lot of
data backing up to some external server or device. Moreover, next adopters are used to just
reaccessing their account with an email address and password normally, so normally not
making backups is not a big deal.

